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VOLUME 32

NUMBER 26.

DR. FARRISS IS
AUTHOR OF DRAMA
"ROBERT E. LEE"

"WITCHING HOUR"
SCORES TRIUMPH
FOR GREEN R O O r

Beautiful Tribute to Con^
federate Leader is
Paid.

Crowded Auditorium Held
• Throughout Long
Play.

NOT HIS FIRST BOOK

MISS ADRIAN ENCORED

DR. FARRIS HAS WRITTEN AND
PUBLISHED A WONDERFUL
PICTURIZATiON
IN BLANK
VERSE OF THE AMERICAN,
"THE AMERICAN SOLDIER."

STETSON ORCHESTRA PLAYING
BEFORE THE CURTAIN AND)
BETWEEN ACTS, ALSO WINS
APPLAUSE FOR EXCELLENCY
OF NUMBERS.

Dr. Farriss, head of tho department
of Latin and Greek, and vice-president of the University, has published
his second book. This, a drama dealing with the life and character of
Robert E. Lee, the greatest of all
Southerners and one of the very few
greatest Americans, has won the admiration of all who have been, so
privileged as to have the opportunity
to read its pages.
Dr. Farriss is a lover of history,
a careful student of the lives of the
men who mark out the trend that affairs shall take, and above all an admirer of the true American.
His
.first book, "The American Soldier,"
GOLF WONDER FOUND
published a few years ago shows
IN STETSON'S CAMP
something of this spirit of the man
whom Stetson students as a body
STRENGTHENS TEAM
love and honor. Dr. FaiTiss stands at
.at the head of the list when Stetson
WARD, OF STETSON, BROKE
men and women think of their teachCOLLEGE ARMS COURSE
ers. He will stand at the head of
RECORD.
their list of authors, as this book is
made known among their rank and Stanley Culp Hits, Steals
The Stetson golf team has added
file.
and Scores the Lone
much strength when Word, youiig
For years Dr. Farriss studied the
collegiate golf wizard, joined their
Run.
Great Confederacy, its problems, its
ranks. Ward is undoubtedly the best
men and leaders, and some
facts
In a game that will long be remem- golfer in the school and gives promand marks in this great national his- bered in the hearts of Florida base- ise ih leading the Hatters to victory
tory, so short lived and so unneces- ball fans, firank Harrison, Gree^'n in their next match. Last Monday
<ve made deep impressions.
BS^^Vletvcy OX tSti ill'sL a n d his way to fAme by hurling a no-hit, j o i - ( r a t t h e College Arms withar-tTT.
•only leader of the "Stars and Bars", no-run game against the Ormond pro- Heretofore Mr. Milton of DeLand had
Tiis unselfishness, his great and glori- fessionals. The youthful hurler had enjoyed the privilege and honor of
(Continued on page 2)
everything on the ball, perfect con- holding the record with a 68, made
-Otrol, and a wonderful change of pace. some 10 years ago. Walter Hagen,
The support that Harrison received British pro and open champion, made
from the infield and outfield helped a 65 three years ago, on this course
him in several tight places.
Stetson but the match was unofficial and he
was at her best and Ormond was did not hole all putts. Ward is 16
helpless. Holmes, Ormond star, also years old, in his first year in Colpitched a good game, allowing Stet- lege, and is, without a doubt, one
of the best youthful golfers in the
son but five hits.
Stetson's lone run was made in South. He plays a steady consistent
fifth inning when, Stanley Culp, game, is always cool—playing each
University Sunday School the
crock shortstop, hit to right field for shot with the same caution, and gives
Class Holds Campaign
a single, stole second, and then came j promise of developing into a great
With Sanford.
in an on attempted double play. It playei".
Negotiations are now under way
was a pretty bit of base running.
After numerous and varied delays The fielding of Lambert was also a for a return match with the Univerthe date for the banquet given by the feature of the game. This lad made sity of Florida, which wlil matei'ialBaptist young men of Stetson to the all the hard ones look easy, and sever- ize in the next two weeks. Following
Baptist young men of Sanford has al times made some catches that fair- this the Hatters will play Rollins and
(tentative).
Pu Alfinally been set for next Friday night ly made the grandstand hold their Southern
March 14th. It will be held in the breath. But to Harrison goes the
(Continued on page 6)
First Baptist Church of DeLand and credit of the victory. In pitching
will be served by the ladies of the this no-hit game, he performed a feat
that rarely occurs. In all the history
church.
While the banquet is being held of Stetson—it has never, happened
under the auspices of the young men's and. it is one of the vei*y few of its
class of the Baptist Sunday school, kind in the records of the state of
it is for all men of Baptist prefer- Florida. Harrison is a great asset to
What a wonderful book is the
ence who are young enough to be in- the team and will prove to be a valuBible! It is the most popular book
able
man
in
the
coming
games.
Whitterested in it. The object of the
in the world. It, has a greater cirbanquet is an evening of fellowship nel was also a brilliant light with his
culation than any other book. In
timely
hitting.
The
football
star
with the Baptist young men of our
1923, 2,395,000 copies in 100 lanmade
three
smashing
drives
that
cut
nearby city. Plans for the affair
guages
and dialects were circulated
have been under foot for some four the air and went for clean hits.
from this country alone. No other
The
next
two
weeks
will
find
the
months and are being culminated in
book has maintained as great popua banquet on next Friday night. A Hatters idle in the way of playing
larity as the Bible has for so long a
games.
At
the
end
of
this
pei-iod
contest between the two Sunday
time. Many of the most popular
school classes decided who was to be Pug Allen's men will play Mercer
books—best
sellers as they were calltwo games,, and the University of
host and who was to be guest.
Oglethorpe two games, both to be ed a few years ago are now almost
Mr. eKrfoot Bryant with a ca- played here.
forgotten. Shakespeare's works are
pable corps of assistants will plan
The team is.fast rounding into a still widely read and popular, but in
the evening's program to make it snappy baseball aggregation and her no such degree as the Bible. Bibles
full of good entertainment in the chances of beating the University of can be found in homes that never
form of eats, music and snappy talks. Florida and other opponents are ex- heard of Shakespeare. The Bible apThe fact that the Baptist ladies will ceptionally bright. The next two peals to all classes. It is not the poor
serve the banquet assures us that it weeks will be spent in strenuous man's book only, but is found also
will be good eats.
practice for the coming college in the homes of the rich. It is not a
book of class, but of the mass. No
It is hoped that Dr. Thiot will be games.
book travels in such high or low
back from his meetings at Palm
O
A traveler who believed himself to company and maintains its popularity
Beach in time to be present and add
with both. The Bible is not wanting
to the occasion wtih bubbling-over be the sole survivor of a shipAvi-eck
in popularity as is shown by its inmerriment. He seems to be able to upon a cannibal isle, hid for three
creasing circulation. It has had its
days
in
terror
of
his
life.
Driven
out
enjoy such an affair very much and
enemies, great ones too, but it has
help the others to enjoy it, too. His by hunger, he discovered a thin wisp
of
smoke
rising
from
a
clump
of
j
outlived them.
part of the show alone is worth the
The Bible is also the most interbushes
inland,
and
crawled
carefully
price of admission. A number of
Baptist Dignitaries of the communi- to study the type of savages that esting book in the world. Some may
might be about it. Just as he reach- be disposed to question this, but it is
ty will be there.
The class, including the teacher. ed the clump, he heard a voice say, true. Its pages have been read and
Prof. Garwood, president Douglass "Why in hell did you play that card?" studied and pored over more than
King, vice-president Ed Henderson, He dropped to his knees and devoutly those of any other book. More Bibles
and secretary Marion O'Kelley will raising his hands, cried, "Thank God, have been worn out than any other
book. The greatest thinkers of the
be present strong in number.
The they are Christians."—The Technicenturies have spent years and even
que.
(Continued on p-ge 5.)

Prof. Stovex''s Green Room Players, in an exceptionally strong cast,
headed by Ollie Edmunds and Isabel
Tate, scored a triumph, which will
make the players of succeeding yearsa record difficult of equalling, when
they gave Augustus Thomas' famousr
"Witching Hour" in the college auditorium, Friday night.
Building upon a fame which ha»
encircled the globe in the play selected for presentation, backed by a
local notoriety bordering on
that
highly desired state, in the members,
of the cast, it is not to be marvelled
that with Prof. Stover's admitted
abiliy to produce successful players,
the "Witching Hour" should be considered one of the landmarks in
University attainments. This showing was the 24th annual college play.
In selecting a gambler as the hero
of his play and compelling one's admiration of him long before the
fourth act closes, Mr. Thomas, the
writer of the play, has presented a
wonderful character. Jack Brook*
field is a Kentuckian, warm of heart,
ready of pux'se, and extremely successful.
His house is the resort of
those who seek high play, and a tragedy, not envolving him, occurs
there.
T /\\i
J.
(j)Uie EdTTvunds, o;ie of Stetson's
\i Mi:,.,a.L- . . ^^w„v..;>,
^ i^ .
,
^as ^a professional,
^''P"^^'' ""^^ showing
' P^^^'^^ tMsT>art
unusual
ability, in interpretation.
Every
scene in which this player starred
gripped the audience like only real
life is supposed to do. Little Ies.s
(Continued on page 5.)

HARRISON GIVES
STETSON VICTORY
WITH MOUND WORK

BAPTIST YOUNG
MEN ENTERTAIN
SANFORD CLASS

THE "COLLEGIANS"
ORCHESTRA A REAL
JAZZ COMBINATION
MADE UP OF FIVE MUSICIANS
OF EXPERIENCE FROM
CAMPUS

"MUSIC MAKERS"
DEUGHT CROWDED
HOUSE SATURDAY

During the year, numerous social Both Vocal and Instrumental Numbers Well
activities have been held on the campus which could not be successful
Applauded.
without a good dance orchestra to
help in the entertainment. To fill
A program brimful of music, made
this need, "The Collegians" orches- with instruments a»d made
^vith
tra was organized about the first of voices, was that presented by the
thv ^;eAr .^Jaii^vhave^ heen^k§jgt busy music makers, a c-"vartet of young
'wrffir' ^mce, firiTng"-tJMgagemehts~* in "coileft'irmen^irvit6--ayirta>rgtH[ast-->SH<V
DeLand and othor cities in this part urday evening at the Stetson auditorof, the state.
um. The instruments used
were
Tony" Bates, the pianist, has for trombone, cornet, French horn and
many years been connected with con- saxophones together with banjo and
cert, and theatre orchestras, and un- guitar for some novelty.
til recently was with one of the largTheir vocal numbers were highly
est vaudeville theatres in Texas.
entertaining, being full of punch and
Loomis Slater has been playing snap, and while their selections emviolin with local combinations
for brace the strong classical features
some time, and is an asset to the Stet- of the instrumental program, it was
son University orchestra as well as to popular and much appreciated pai*t
"The Collegians."
of the entertainment.
James Pollard was seen with his
In addition to the bx-ass quartet
saxophone and banjo in last year's and the vocal quartet, there were
University Five, and was formerly novelty features including humorous
with the College Five of Charlotte, readings and dialogue, and a dramatic
Michigan,
Ball
Champions
skit dealing with American college Baskt
Harvey Mabrey is truly an artist types. The program was full of comAmong Girls of
on the saxophone and has seen ser- edy, clean play and tuneful music and
Florida.
vice wtih the University of Georgia was received with enthusiasm, especorchestra. The Seminole Six, and has ially by the young ladies who came
Much difficulty was experienced
been with a well known orchestra on in late.
by
the athletic committee in picking
the Keith Vaudeville Circuit.
The Music Makers are well named. the entrants for the state girls' high
They are players, singers, and fun- school basketball tournament to be
sters besides. Their entertainment held here next week. The various
will be one of the most popular on schools presented scox'ing averages
the local Lyceum course.
that were well nigh on par with each
The program rendered here fol- other, and several teams were dropped by a few point margin. In the
lows:
case of picking the two tems at
Program Music Makers Quartet
their lives studying this book. More
large;
it was between Kissimmee, OrPrelude,'
"If
I
had
my
Way."
books have been written about the
lando,
St.' Petersburg and BradenMarch—"Honey
Boy."
Bible than about any other book. A
Overture — "Inspiration— Brass town. Kissimmee was the winner
great wi-iter not long ago said that
over both Orlando and St. PetersJesus was the subject of more books Quartet.
Characteristic song—"A Chip of burg by one point in each game, but
than any other figure in history. His
the Old Block"—Mr. E. H. Gillespie. it was decided that as iKssimmee
story is found only in the Bible.
Medley of Remick's Hits
Vocal carried an exceptionally light schedNo other, book has so interesting a
ule this season she was not as dehistory as the Bible. It was not Quartet.
servant of the right to participate as
Trombon<e Solo—"W|ngs of the were these other two schools. Their
written by one man, but has many
authors. None of them knew when Morning"—Mr. Russell Garmon.
heavier schedule ruled greater than
they wrote that they were writing
Priest March — from Athalia — the one point victory. Bradentown
for a book destined to become the Bebe, Brass Quartet.
also had a big card for the year, but
greatest book in the world. These
Saw Specialty— Mr. Roy MacMur- her scoring averages did not rank as
wi-iters did not all write at the same ray.
high as did that of St. Pete and Ortime, or in the same place. They
Trumpet and Cornet Duet,
"Bar- lando.
were not all of the same'nationality. carolle" from Tales of Hoffman—
Many schools, particularly in the
They did not all live under the same Mr. J. Henderson, Mr. Russell Garwestern part of the state, failed to
political, social and economic con- mon.
send in their reports. These reports
ditions. They were not all educated
The Typical Tune of Zanzibar— had to be sent in at a specified time
men, though some we^e. The earliest
vocal quartet.
or the team would be refused en•iind latest were hundreds of years
Cornet Solo—Selectjed—Mr. Roy trance. Failure in this by two of the
apart. Some were military men,
MacMurray.
districts caused the necessity of picksome lawyers, some poets, some song
Humorous
Song—Mr.
Gillespie.
ing
two teams from the state at large.
writers, some farmers, some fisherMedley of operatic airs— Brass Eighteen teams filed entrance; from
men, some preachers and missionarwhich eight were selected.
ies. The Bible was not compiled for Quartet.
The following will appear in the
Mosquitoes—Vocal Quartet.
a long time after the last book was
March—"The Music Makers" — Cummings gym next week:
written.
District No. 1—Lake City, district
Brass quartet.
There are many striking things
Personnel, "Music Makers" Quar- No. 6—Bartow.
about the Bible. Its remarkable tet: Mr. Roy MacMurray, tioimpet
District No. 2—Gainesville, stateunity is one of these. No other such and first tenor; Mr. Jack Henderson, at-large—Orlando.
compilation could show such unity. trumpet and bass; Mr. E. H. Gillespie,
District No. 3—Ft. Lauderdale, St.
Take the Writings of twenty-five men French horn and baritone; Mr. Rus- Petersburg.
of fcience of the past 2500 years, sell Garmon, trombone and second
District No. 4—Umatilla.
tenor.
District No. 5—Lakeland.
, P
j (Continued on page 5.)
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"The finest amateur production I
•ever witnessed, if you want my opinion," said one authority, when asked
his impression of the "W'itching
Hour". So say we all of us. Prof.
Stover deserves the thanks of Stetjson for a truly artistic production,
O
Loyalty to your school is like a
Jheart, pumping life blood and n^aking
possible the various activities of the
body, i^vigorati"o' ^^^"'•y^i^lp^. Y^-"^«^
ty makes every, student thrill | with
the prospects of the coming year.
Loyalty gives weight and substance
to that cry: Stetson Beat Florida!
. o
For some unaccountable reason we
still hear about that awful policeman
in "All at Sea". It is rumored that
Dajrtona has hired Whitnell and his
l)unch to aid Uncle Sam in running
down the bootleggers. Our reporters
could not ascertain whether they won
the appointments on their masterful
capture of the pirates, or their angelic looks.
0
Exams are finally a thing of the
past (for three months). For soiT\e
unexplainable reason
they
cprfi^
around in only too short cycles. Yet
all that pertains to examinations is
ixot drudgery. Dr. Farriss gets many
a laugh out of the papers he reads.
When asked by one certain student
if the doctor marked his mistakes and
then graded down from 100 per^cent
by these marks, he replied that in
many cases the mark would have been
about 37 below zero.
For this reason Dr. Farriss has adopted a more
humane method of grading papers.
0
The University of Flox'ida reporters take a x'ather narrow viewjpoint
on Stetson's avowed purpose of giving the proud State school a run for
her nxoney next year. Florida should
welcome eveiry strengthened opposition which can be thrown against her
at home, to the end that her men
teams will go against the great northe m outfits she is expecting to play,
with much more learned from experience. Stetson with a team very
little stronger than this year's aggregation may teach Florida some real
lessons. Stetson Beat Florida!
:0COOD LUCK, TEAM—
The Hatters have at last rounded
Into form, and are playing a great
t)rand of ball as their victory over
Ormond shows. It is quite a feat to
beat Ormond, but to shut thexxx out
and not allow them a single hit was
quite another.
We wish to congratulate
Frank
Harirson on his pitching. A "no-hit"
game is a no-hit game and the pitcher deserves all the credit in the
Tvorld, even if it just a grammar
school affair. But when a chap in
his first year out of high school
pitches a college nine to victory over
a pro bunch, and doesn't allow the
enemy a hit, nor a scratch it is going

some. Our hat is sure off to the kid,'
and we are sure that he will be returned on the winning side of the
ledger many more times before the
season is over. Frank is a modest,
bashful sort, as most of the great are.
He is a' product of St. Petersburg
High school, and pitched two years
down there. Along with Harrison
we must mention Berkley Lambert.
This boy is an out gardner of the
first water, and is as mean a fly
snagger as we have seen in college
circles. He hits the old apple around
.350 and is fast He is the one who
made it possible for Frank Harx-ison
to pitch a no-hit, no-run game.
In
the last inning he robbed McNally of
a hard hit ball to left field that surely looked like a two-bagger. It was
a great game and it brought out some
great palying.
O
TRUE SCHOLARS—
It is interesting, and at the same
time sad, to note just how few and
far between, even at a university of
the size of our own, are the types of
students that can be called scholars,
or for that matter, thorough students. The reason for this is not difficult to miderstand when one considers that after all it takes more energy and jrind and persistence to be
a scholcir lhi.n most people cax'c or at
any time desire to give. The gx*eat
xnajority are content to be of the average, dividing their energies and attentions among a ixumber of fields.
Which individual encounters the better success in later life is an arbitrary matter, but it has been proved
to the satisfaction of a great number
of people that the individual, who, in
his college days, was a true scholar,
invariably rises to greater heights and
finer accomplishments than does the
chap "v#io makes up one unit of the
mass of ordinax'y individuals who fill
our colleges and universities.
Of
course, as in all such instances, there
ax*e exceptions, and not few are they
in number.
Thex'e is positively no short cut to
mental superiority or intelligence.
President Angell, of Yale, has'spoken
wisely when he says that "the possession of intellectual power demands
long and pateient exercise and the
expenditure of untiring conscientious
effox-t." To be sure, it is precisely
this "patient exercise," and the "untiring conscientious effort,"
that
most students are unwilling to give^
with the result, that there is in this
deplorable lack of trained intellectual

have bettered your education to some
extent. You might remember that
one of our greatest presidents was an
"arithmetic teacher" when you scorn
the profession as you do in your editorials.
If I seem to be unduly bittex-, forgive me; it is only that I am deeply
sympathetic with you in your ignorance, and that I want to impress upon
your mind that Florida does have
something besides oranges and a genial tolerance toward winter bathing
costumes, and because I have a sincere desire to inform you that the
continent contains other places than
El Paso and Jaurez.
If, after publishing more of your
wise' editorials, you should have room
in your wonderful newspaper, then,
for the information of your flelowbenighted Texans, you might publish
this educational lecture and I will not
ask for rayolties from the same.
Sincerely,
—A FLORIDIAN.
—Pensacola New^.
Certainly, we ax-e proud of the
University of Florida.
Worthily
proud. But, remember Stetson Beat
Folrida!
O
9

stand upon. This book endeavors to
Set the thought of the masses right
where Lee would have wished it to
set.
For over two yeax's Dr. Farriss has
been writing and rewriting the matter to coixxpose the drama, until now
there are a few copies in the hands
of the closest friends of the author.
Dr. Lincoln Hulley was so well
pleased with the reading of "Robert
E. Lee," that he has given us permission to publish the following taken
from his shox-t address given in chapel'yesterday morning:
"Dr. Farriss, has done a vex-y creditable piece of wark in his drama on
Robert E. Lee.
"He shows the nobility, and greatness of General Lee's life and character, and presents a plea against
the bitterness of sectionalism.
"For myself I conxmend the book
to our students and friends in town.
I should like very much to see Prof.
Stover and his dramatic fratex-nity
present the play in a formal way to
the DeLand public. It pleases me to
note that Dr. Farriss, Dr. Cordis and
others are contributing to the life of
our fine community by publishing
what they think and feel. Let the
grand work go on."

Dr. Farris, Author

"SACHS"

(Continued from page 1)
ous ability as a general, a statesman,
a college man, and above and through
The Cut Price Store
all—a ixian. These ax-e the ideas
which Dr. Farriss embodies in his BETTER GOODS FOR LESS
book, which we hope will prove as immortal as that great'namesake, "Robert E. Lee."
There is a love story running
throughout the drama, but this
forixxs xnerely a bond between its
grand truths.
Gettysburg, Lee well knew meant
much to the success of the Southern *
cause. The long line of» successes of
the Confederate armies during the
early part of the war, yet. their inability to invade the North made it
impex'ative that a~decisive blow be
struck. Gettysburg was that blow.
And Lonstveet failed Lee.
%
Lee's ox-ders were implicit, yet
Longstreet took matters into his own
hands, which though well trained and
capable, were guided by the vanity
of the man hixxiself, and lacked also
the great unselfishness, the nearly
superhuman mastery of the great
leader of the Gray—Lee. Longstreet
109 West Indiana Ave.
did as he pleased. The battle was
lost. Lee shouldered the blame.
DeLand, Fia.
Dr. Farriss has watched this blame
x^st on ilxe .page,.^., h i ^ t o ^ j ; h a r | ^ f e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
tn^ acc?;aiit of him who'deser
blct for the loss of Gettysburg. It! is
the aixn of this book to put the mhtter in its truthful setting.
Again Dr. Farriss has realized the
true position of Lee with refex'ence to
the great questions of that day in
which he lived and served. Slavery
in position to supespecially did Lee make a definite

«

f

THF
I
THE
I
V. W . GOULD*
AGENCY
Realtors
Rentals
Insurance

PHI KAPP NOTES

Once again our dear friend, Al
Cox comes into the limelight.
It
seems that the contract between him
and Bass has run out. I guess we are
indebted to the White Wings of the
World, at least as far as their influence goes in keeping peace. around
the house. It iriay be noted at this
time that the last case betweeix the
above ixxentioned was forfeited to
Cox since Bass was tax*dy in atteixding the x'egular meeting of the W. W.
W. Court.
Bass, who has nearly
finished his last sentence, will be liberated on bail to attend the next
session to plead his case.
On last Sunday eve, the "rats"
gave an enjoyable entertainment to
some of the "old men." Among the
entex'tainers wei*e Bass and Cox, who AFTER THE BALL IS OVERdebated on their advantages
over
each other. "Rat" Stone eulogized It's getting toward ixxorning.
on how to deal with elephants. Bx-ak- I ought to be in bed;
nian sang iuytune with the tick of a But that last tune "The Bowry"
typewriter, Mullens talked on his Ke>eps running through my head.
recent afternoon call on a local M.
D.
The room was filled with bluish
Last Friday ixight Mac Stone and
smoke
Bob Blakely journeyed to Dayt-ona .\nd jamnied right to the doox'.
Beach to play their stellar x'oles in the The dancing couples hardly moved
opera "All at Sea". Both young men Across the crowded floor.
ax'e very talented and ax*e seriously
considex-ing taking up this kind of
The orchestra they squeeled away
work as their life profession.
Like negroes, cra-^i.d with gin.
Fountaiix's department store must One battle hardly ended when
of had a fire sale if, all these new
Another started in.
flannels, kittenish hats and sporty
\
knickers, are true indication,
'Twas late and I was tired—
"Kissthekanvas" Tribbe has had a
I think 'twas after three, ,
busy time this, last week. At the Legion caxTiival, last week he danced The Annual Prom was over, and
mex-rily around the rosined ring with You said goodnight to me.
Blackjack Covy,
I'm weary now it's over
Rats Red Blakely, Brakman, Nell
My eyelids feel like lead.
Williams, Bowery Mullen, and^Foxey
But, that last tune, "The Bowry,"
Cox played basketball in Wauchulaby-the-Sea last Monday night with Keeps runnin' through my haed.
—SHORT E.
*> Stetson Freshman team.
Although
0
:
Stetson lost the game, Williams won
A fox'niula for success: More bone
the dance after the game. His twomile walk back to town turned the in the back and less in the head.—
tables. Cox also scored for the old The Cardinal,
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GREEN'S

DeLand
Transfer

Under the caption Horses
and
Midnight, the Elpaso Times makes
merry with William Jennings Bryan, and in commenting on his nomination of President A. A. Murphree
Meets All Trains
of the state university for president
of the United States, says:
"Live and Learn" is,-however, an
ancient adage, and Mr. Bryan proves
it upon us. For instance, how many
out of our 110,000^000 kenw before
January 14, 1924, that Florida had
both a Gainesville and a University?"
There is much inore cheap wit
along the same line, and the editorial
has been very ably answered by John
Next to Volusia
Peixn, of Pensacola, a forxxxer univerPharmacy
sity student, who is now in El Paso.
Mr. Penn's letter is as follows:
******************^^
To the Editor of the El Paso Times:
^
*******************
El Paso, Texas.
Dear Sir:
With a feeling of the utmost sympathy I have perused your editorial in
the Times of January 15, under the
heading of "Horses of the Midnight",
and having compassion upon you in
your ignorant state, I felt it my duty
to write you in regard to the matter
therein treated.
I am a Floridian, formerly a student in the University of Florida.
I am sorry that your education was
so neglected that you did not know
before January 14 that the state of
Flox'ida had a university and a town
by the name of Gainesville. Permit
me to inform you that the state of
Florida has a university that surpassMake
es the Uniyersity of Texas just like
the
a dollar surpasses a dime. The law
Team!
college of the University of Florida
stands ^^cond in rating in the United
Don't be an
ran"—WIN with the
States, and the College of Ax'ts and
Spalding "Olympic
Sciences is not surpassed in the south.
Championship
Running Shoe.
The president of the University of
Flox'ida- is recognized as one of the
foremost college presidents, and it
23 S. Hogan Street
V^ii^^.
would certaiixly behoove you to reJACKSONVILLE. FLA.
frain from cinticizing him until you

DAY or NIGHT

Phone 11

On the Boulevard

Exclusive Millinery
Ladies'Fine
Ready-to-Wear
Spring Hats

WE ARE

ply you with the
very latest in

I Toilet
Articles

*

*

YOUR Church Home

Oldest Real Estate*
Agency in City

standing .significance of a situation
of this soiii is that as a nation we are
forced to retard progress.
It is reasonable to assume that a
large part of our finest intelligence
in each generations goes through our
colleges and universities, then it is
highly imperative that scholarship and
the making of true scholar's be encouraged to the highest degree pos- & * * * * * * * * * * * ' * * * * * * * *
sible. True scholars, whether we are
prone to admit it or not, are after all
true leaders.—Michigan Daily of University of Michigan,
0
OUR STATE COLLEGE—

school acquiring four pictures. Joe
College Blakely sixxall-towned
the
rest of the team. He met a charming
young ady and squandered fifty cents
iind a cigar coupon on her. Bowery
Mullens renewed acquaintances with
a cute young lady froxxx Toid avenue.
The Phi Kappa Delta fraternity
takes great pride in announcing the
initiation of Steve Crombie, Mac
Stone and Monkey Bx-akman.
The other night Buddy Rascoe added injux'y to insult. Not coixtent
with holes in his socks, he shot a hole
in his shoe and also one in his pedal
extremity. While it was painful at
the time Buddy is feeling better and
in a few years will be all right again.
Good luck, Buddy, but don't do it
again.
0

»v.

Jhe First JBaptist
?^N^*********e^************^******"

I "O 4 U U C ' Normandy Voiles t
I Oi\|VIV |3

Fast Colors

*
Pictorial Review Patterns
'
*
I Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes
''\^Zt,X^:'' |

Law Students!
We are giving special attention t(^ your needs.

Brief Cases
Indightment Form Cases
Attorney's Case Docket Forms
L.oose Leaf Note Books
Attorney's Filing Systems
Desks and Chairs

G.W. Fisher Drui Co.
Tour Druggist"

THE A L L E N - W H I T E CO.

FINE FURNITURE

"We'll help you do your work."

J. M. STITH

Phone 294-W—North Boulevard

Phone 56
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

1?

Tubes Accessories
Vulcanizing
*

F.G. ATKINSON
136 N. Blvd.

|

I
Everfast Voils, Fast Colors
I
S Everfast Suitings
Everfast Linens |

Come in and convince yourself that
we have the most
complete line in DeLand

Tires

*

*
*

W e Have What You W a n t

Phone 61 *

BEADS
I The Woman's Eliopf NOVELTIES
STAMPED GOODS
''Service
JESSIE'S WORK BOX
EMBROIDERY-FLOSS

W. Indiana Avenue

NAHM AND NAHM
DODGE BROTHERS

MOTORCARS

MENS' WEAR
*
*
*
*
*
*

-SHOES*

DELAND PLUMBING CO.
"WE KNOW HOW TO PLUMB"
W. Indiana Avenue

DeLand, Florida

V. M. Fountain Co.
J * * * * * * * * * * *
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rirst

•ll

15,1924

,4 to 9 P.M.,
OFFICERS

DIREaORS

J. H. TATUM,
President

J. H. TATUM

r D. B. TUTEN,
'-^""AciingVicei^'fesiaent /

W. C. JACKSON
J. P. MACE ,

W. C. JACKSON,
J. P. MACE,
Vice Presidents

p . B. TUTEN
V. W. GOULD

A. B. PRATHER,

F. N. BURT

Cashier

J.WILLMcCORMICK
C.N. PRATHER,
Assistant Cashier

FRANK S. TAYLOR

Officers, Directors and Stockholders of the

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
C O R D I A L L Y INVITE T H E PUBLIC A N D F R I E N D S T O C A L L A N D INSPECT THEIR
N E W BANKING QUARTERS

Special Music by Orchestra

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
DeLAND, FLORIDA
"Oldest and Largest National B a n k in Volusia County"
:fi?nflfn=WrTi^r^^"^^^^^'''^^wt^^

I

: ;BT7^fltf^!!^!im*'i^ffl^?^7^^

^^"^

'm^^^!m^SiiiSSjtlSL

'^'•^^-f.f:9

in tmu^

stewAftf & stEwXHt

^<Js3 fiV^SSe rffibtft Uti thousaiiatik
($10,000,000) dolars per day.
[
A man can skin fifty (50) cats per
ATTORNEYS-AT.LAW
THE RAT TRAP
day at two ($2) dolars and one hunWest indliana ATCHU*
dred men will fier g u t t e d to o|)ei«te
this raiWrh. Tlje net l^rofi! thereif^fe
DeLand, Florida
^11 b"^ nine t'housatrd eigfftt hundrill
$9,8d6) dollars per 4ay.
i
%i
Having studied 'A^Le Economics,!
ydu will have probably dife'duced the !
liext st^|i yourself. Ah, ha, you have!
You will feed your cats on rats and
will start a r a t ranch next door. Rats
SERVICEmultiply four times as fast as the
DAV
NIGHT — O R cats. If you start with one million
rats you will have four rats per day
for each cat. Marvelous!
Then you will feed the rats on the
carcasses of the cats from which the
cats have been skinned, giving each
rat a fourth of a carcass. Thus,
Well set down a minute and I'll tell
the cats will eat the rats, the rats will you all about it in just two jerks.
eat the cats, and you will skin the fur You know you heard t^ll of that old
loving public. This cycle will contin- joke about, well I guess it was ah
ue ad infinatum! We have thus illu- old man, or maybe it was a young
strated that the venture will be self- man, or —well come to think about
supporting and automatic from the it, it was an old maid. Yes I believe
start.
^
that was it—she was a Stetson maid
As an after-thought, we might —a very beautiful young lady who
suggest that after having conquex-ed was studying to be a missionary. Well
the fundamentals on cat ranching you this old man, no I mean young—old
will find it advantgeous to cross the maid, or whatever it was I stai'ted to
cats with some harmless variety of tell you about, she has bought, or
the boa constrictor and thus produce maybe now it was he after all, but
a form of cat that will skin itself, sav- anyhow it doesn't make any differ118 W. Indiana Avenue
ing the outlay for the hundred men ence. What I was about to say, if
required according to a previous you'll just wait a minute—was that
paragraph.
thing I had on my mind. You had
Now, isn't this worth struggling better buy your Oshiyihi now. The
for? It will not be long until you big annual is getting ready; soon will
will be able to have your assistants be complete.
so trained that you can leave your
ranch in charge of your beloved Stet- MISS DE MENSE ORR—
HATTERS' BASEBALL
son. Something great if you just All Juliets are not from Rome,
- * STUDENT SALES—
*OUTfKT S t i o W S REAL
The new slogan of the advertising happen to think of it!
Nor Cpanish onions all their diet;
ANITA STEWART WAS
PROMISE IN GAME
With best of wishes,
department of the Collegiate, "StuSome eat less garlick when at home
MARRIED IN DELAND
ED. U. KATER.
dent Sales Must Pay for Ads", has
Than e'en at times you and I "et".
The celebrated movie act0
been proved far short of the real acThe Hatters lost their second game
ress was married to Charles
Now as to what my Julie et
PHI DELTA DELTA
complishments more than once. With
to the Ormond Professionals Wednes"THE KING OF SPORTS"
Rogers of Montgomery, Ala.,
I never yet could rightly guess it
an
advertising
man
like
"Bill"
Collier
day afternoon in a loose eratic conyesterday morning at the
proves himself to be, it may become
test that was feautred by much hitThe members of Phi Delta Delta, For Wrigley's after every meal
court house in DeLand. The
If you want instrucwediding was performed by
necessary to change the name of this the women's national legal fraternity, And clove mints fool me, I confess it.
ting and poor judgment on both
tions see or
Miss Harriet Swanson in the
pap6r to "Collier's Weekly." Never- initiated their new sisters in the afsides. Smith pitched masterful ball
office
of
County
Judge.
The
theless, all the ads in the world would ternoon of March 4th. Following Yet, if she'd eaten those or worse,
and when Pug shifted batteries he
PHONE 420
bride was dressed all in white
be worthless if the circulation was not such initiation was the election of
lost the contest. Henderson was
I've always thought (e'en though
and looked excee'dirigly sweet.
so completely covering DeLand. The officers for the ensuing term: Miss
rfltHer wild and his wide curves failed
I'd seen 'er)
She was married in the name
of Mrs. Anita Synder and gave
circulation does this in a Way surpass- Williams, now High Priestess will be If anyone should mention it
to break. Harrison gave a splendid
her residence a t New York.
ing every other paper of the town, succeeded by
exhibition. of mound work but this
That it would be a —Miss Dferiieris'e
Mfs. Barnes, Miss
Cbilege Arms-Golf Frofessional
Miss Swanson, knowing she
and advertisers are finding, this out. Stromberg, succeeding, Miss Hazard,
youngster weakened and was hit faOn-.
was pronouncing' the cerether hard. The fielding of Gulp and
mony ,at, the weddihg of a
—McKANIC.
DeLand people read the Collegiate as Priestess, Miss Dykes, as Registcerebrated acrtess, performed
Ldittbert was a delight to behold.
rar, and Miss Howard as Chanceland
take
such
good
advice.
More
the duty with great dignity
Lawbert made difficult chances in
APPLIED KNOWLE^li^ii:^
than a score of the merchants haVe lor-.
and eloquence; ahd was as
TIRES
thes outfield look easy, while Culp
TUBES
mentioned the fact that they
are
Following the afternboh ceremony I kissed her in the moonlight,
as good an actor in the scena}
handled the ball to a perfection. Pug
rio as Anita Stewart herI kissed her in the dark,
highly pleased With th^ results of the the fraterhitj' eritertainGd their niemViajGANIZINa
self. MisS' S\^anson never fails
gaV^ all his men a chance to shov^
Ii kissed her-itt IjtheTpstiKor,—' —
Collegiate as a_^ trade _me4iui^ --Qui|(|
in her work and is BS popuHeadquarters for
--thfeir stuff as the game was onlf
I
kissed
her
in
the
park—
in particular, niade tHe statehid^t (|olleg^ "A™ir^^^fieH;ab1f ^was beaular in lier sphere as Miss
±•91 practice. Had the Hatters playf
that the increase in sjiles since he bei- tjfully appointed, and the fraternity I fooled the other fellow,
Ariitat- Stewart is in Hers. The
et^ their regular lineup they would
wedding party left immedigan his campa'igni through the col- colors being carried out in detail in I left him in the lurch —
ately after the ceremony for
no doubt have won the game.
umns of the Goliegiate, iii sale's of flowers and inchu'. Miss Miriam Fin- I kissed her almost everywhet-eCodola, Pla., where Miss StewLineup
studterit
materials alori^' had hidrcn thaii ndiy,- ah Alumhia sister,- of Miami, He kissed her in the church.
art
has been spending the
Stetson—Lainhart' 3b; E. Henderequaled the cOst of hts a'dvertisfe Waife' a gii^st and took part in the acwtiiat^. Miss^ Stewkrt is a
gxeSt favorite with the movie
son, rrf; Whitnel, l b ; Lambfeft, If;
ment for the efttiii*e year.
Phon^ 225
tivrti^ of thsi occasion. Mrs. S. I.
fans in DeLand and they will
T d ^ m , cf; Culp, s&; G. Henderson,
BroWn of Chaudoin, was a guest at EIGHT O'CLOiCK
The
Collegia'te
is
eriedavonng
all join with this paper in
c; Harrison, p.
QUOTATIONS^—
through its general manager, Tohy the dinner.
wishing the newly married
"Ring out wild bells'—"
Ormond—Dally, rf; Percell, 2 b ;
Bates, andl With the backihg^ of a real
couple a long and happy mar. LENA STROMBERG,
Obatinata Oven De«r«.
ried life.
"Macbeth shall" sleep no more—'
ai^Nally, c; Nickles, 3b; Rogey, If;
newspaper ad man, W. H, C^oliier, to
Reporter.
If the oren dooi* werka ttllVy ^jf
"Oh, sleep, it is a gentle thing."
M6friaty, cf; Frazer,- l b ; Neilan, p.
^
0
show the world' at large that this
«i«Mik». rub a little lard oa tfj^
*—CHIP LEE.
—i
_
O
—
school paper is^far from a donation
mM§ei and tlfift trouble will dlaapp«#-.
,|hiult?n^.
proposition.
CAMPUS GOSSIP
0
Ikh^, iititt
tSiit laiAm. LOOKS DON'T COUNT FOR
l*r«vid«ntifti E»ei|^.
Of course the paper aids the
arajatneea.
Th« old lady hc4 ha4 a •»••!« Ui- school, the paper aids the activities
MUCH ANYHOW—
Exams are over and the new term
One i» never done with Icnovrinf th*
iiii, iM sSeii) ifii retatlnff it« rictaitWell 'e might 'ave been a diplomat
greatest men or the greateat werka <it
of
the
student
body.
These
are
the
is well under way.
tades to a frlMid or two ia th« |r*art—they carry on and oa, and at tli#
At Flipp«r~I mii4 eyis at lils ind IM An' ruled 'is native state,
There are some fellows on the cam- cer's shop when tli« utaitter «««• onl^ reasons for its exiistehce.
last
you feel that yon are enly bii^
Or
'e
might
have
been
a
power
the
same
time,
if
this
school
paper
refand
te
flirt
with
mt.
p.Us who must be tired of the cool in.
flnninff.—T. R. Glover.
To decide 'is country's fate.
"It'« only the Lord'a naorcy," iho among the many hundreds which can
weathey, as the other day they all
Rare In Her €l«n«ratl*n.
blosso'med foifth in whitje flannels piously declared, "tkat I'a> mot Is boast of no such record, can exist because it pays to use its columns, we Hekos—She'i mch an oI4-fMlii«B«4
and panama hats. I don't know how heavoA tonight."
feel the more justified for its continth«y think that they can kid the wea4A Qddb
%^^i%T\6H
uance.
thi^f so bad, but here's wishing you
We add this to our aims, then to Hokus—She's positirely effonbuit*.
Itick.
make a real advertising medium, and
Berkley Lambert (baseball star)
Ceter llirttf?
incidentally to aid in that campaign:
is back in our midst. We are glad to
rtoxi will h«V*' troubl*^^ with «"&i4e
Stetson Beat Florida!
.cee you, Berk.
The buoyancy'of Spririjg^ is reflected in t h e new colored cotton
Udy," predict**! tlie f i ^ n e t ^ l w .
0The rats are back from their disgoods. In thiieir sh^ier trans^'aren^ie^ and soft textures
if
" T h l ^ hard, flater, aiid ^e miTii0i
AN OPPORTUNITY—
astrous trip. Well not as bad as that
§0- rli^t," rcpttid the iHiadlem tmtic.
they inspire many ai' charming mode.
i'i
as; they succeeded in showing the peoIn view of the fact that gradua- < ^ itfirried t^ a blaita."
i^
1.16 down that way that Stetson has
tion time is approaching and that
ii.
Hmr4 f Tell.
i-eal men and they proved themselves
some of our students wil be looking
ii
lather—^What's your mother delaff?
real sports and offer no alibis. They
for positions (e. g. jobs) and not all
ib
Walter (who has just come dowai i
met their Waterloo, but it came very
are able t o enter profiteering or
IIBlin)—She'i elth«> dresstnlf for i
i 'r.
imexpectedly.
teaching, we are glad' to state that flrty or golni! to bed.
ii
Kid—Hi^, n&fltoit If y<hi'r« in a we are in position to offer a rtiopt
Thank goodnes^ the Mad Hatter is
i t
ii
out; there will not be so many ques- hurry why don't you roll?
promising and enticing prpposition
yf/hUiii
Meilifr
i't
tions asked concerning the magato those that don't mind waiting a
*tPa, hot\' did those preliiiitoric miM»>
ib:
Motor Warnini*.
zine.
ib
Unto your speod, oh frUnA, C1Y« ]I*O4! month or two to gpt rich in. Also, •t«rfl lookr'
i^
Taxation cannot stop
*>
being of very altruistic spirit we will 'T really can't remember that, aoiinj
That long drawn-out boy from the
flivver comes to neo4
•tl^ your mother."
charge
no
large
fees
for
our
wonderoast coast had the misfortune to be If Aovory
separata traffic cop.
ful advice.
knocked out in the game. (What
What Wa« Gerod for Thojti.
.yame?)
First, our advice is, by all means * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' • *
MVS. RelUy—What riiake* tberfir mir- go into business for yourself. But,
Jack Teare takes a very fine picbefore you go into business, look over
lure when it is taken unexpectedly. din«8 so hlR^f
Oi'Ocei*—'TSiy're imported, mii'uk. the field carefully to assure j'^ourself
Goof oByle is some little auctionMrs. ReiUy—ni take the domecde
eer; you should have heard him at the ones—those that had the bralna to that there is no business so wonderful *
for Florida as raising cattle. We will
Carnival.
swiin across to this country.
proceed to show you that there is no
Cunningham is going to open up a
A Thug of Experionce.
such good paying proposition in
country store now that the Carnival
"Stick 'em up, kid!" orderod tbo Florida, nay not even growing orange
'.? over.
"Where you think: you're folng?" trees, as raising cattle. One of the
Charlie Tribble is wondering if he thug.
"Home," murmured the student
is still alive, or is it merely his "Wher*" frohi?" "DateV "Who with?" most delightful forms of cattle are
Now, to
r.host.
•*Co-ed." "Here, ta1ke this fivo-dollar cats. (Purty good, eh?>
open
your
cat
ranch,
select
some
sanbUl."—Ohio'
Sun
Dial.
Two new cars have been added to
dy section of Florida where land is
< onrad Garage. A Buick and a Ford.
cheap and begin thusly:
Ho Sure Was.
The fighting infield is broken up
"My friend," asked tho raisstonary,
In order to fully realize on a cat
ow, as there is not such a variety of
ations in it, Billy Hopper ^lone i'e- *%re you traveling the straight and ranch, it will be well to be conservanarrow path?"
. lains.
In silence the man handed orer his tive at the start. One million ( 1 , We wonder why there was so much eard which road, "Slgnor Ballaneto, 000,000) cats will do for an eye
opener. Each cat will average about
< isturbance over a sign seen in Orlan- Tightrope Walker."
HIS cut represents as near as photography can do so, the dining room
twelve (12) kittens per year. The
< 0 on a recent girls' basketball trip?
where you find nature's best, and man's finest in the line of eating.
Tho Time.
skins run from ten (10) cents to sevSheba (Marion Clarke) has added
This
beautiful, inviting room is the NEW DINING ROOM at DeLEON SPRINGS.
' wo more to her Harem. Watch your "LCT see!" raoaod Olandir.e of tiM enty-five (75) cents. White ten and
Bapid Fire restaurant. "How long hafl
; tep, Marioji; you are soon going to fosabelle been keeping company with black seventy-five. This will return
you twelve million (12,000,000) skins
l>ite off more than you can chew.
Scrappy?"
Beat Florida, beat Florida. Let's
"Aw, about two pormanent WSTM," per year to sell at an average of
» -IA \1^. . V ^^> vf^ vt> vl/.%f. ^A. * i .
^^^'^^i:
Mi^oai^liitf HokiIil«; Cfrr hisa^d' widtnin. thirty (30) cent apiece, making your ! » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
' ' I - -T- 'i» -!> "I" *• '!• -!• -V V'

(i Ml^wlm *

BarnhilFs Transfer

Phone 3

KING DRUG j
COMPANY
The Old
Reliable
Druggists

ITeur

iolmovr
College Bays

DeLand, Fla.

THE COLLEGE ANNUAL

COLFl!

D. E. MINER

McGiaren T i r e s
M LAND tIRE SHOP

i

I Spring Cottoii Fabrics Glimpsed In ] \
I
This Early Showing

I Voiles plain and Fancy, Tissue Ginghams,
Silk and Cotton Crepes, Washable
Summer Silks

FOARD'S

T

COME OUT AND INVESTIGATE
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J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ! S"»<^ay School Methods and Manage- give a reason for the faith that is ih
ment. Old Testament History fol- him.

^************^
*
*
*

MetropolitanRestaurant

B E A N E W S P A P E R CORRESPOND E N T — w i t h the Heacock Plan
and earn a good income while learn'fhc course in Missions is a study ing; w e show you how; begin actual
lows closely the Bible story through
the historical books and sections of of the great missionaries of ancient work at once; all spare time; e x and modern-times, and the great mod- perience unnecessary; n o canvassing;
the Old Testament.
send for particulars.
Newswriters'
^ I New Testament History
begins ern missionary movement.
Training Bureau, Buffalo, N, Y.

Church Efficiency is sihiply prin^ I where the Old Testament leaves off,
and not ^vhere the New Testament be- ciples of efficiency applied to the
gins. There are approximately four methods an)d management of that S P A R E TIME FOR S T U D E N T S
*
hundred years of history between the complex of organizations which we
testaments of the most thrilling na- call the Church. It is "a new and Greatest opportunity, "LIFE O F
ture. The hisj[;ory of the Maccabees helpful course of study for all church WOODROW WILSON" by Joesphus
Daniels, Secretary Navy, Associate
is very st-lrring. The New Testament workers.
of former president. Big book, handHistory is divided in three sections:
The course ih Baptist History is somely illustrated, low price. Best
fii"st, the Interblblical history; sec- very interesting because it deals with terms to representatives. Credit givond,
the Gospel History; third. the phases of Church History which en. Send for free outfit at once.
Meal Tickets, 21 meals
'---$8.50
Church History from the time of the are more dr less neglected in most Make money fast. Authorship "< is
$10.00 Meal Ticket-8.00
guarantee of authenticity. UNIVERascension until the death of Paul.
general courses in Church History.
*
SAL H O U S E , College Dept., 1 0 1 0
Single Meals
•-50
The Life and Teachings of Christ
The course in Sunday school meth- Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. — a d v .
dwells upon the many sided char- ods and management follows prettly
acter of Christ and studies
such closely the courses outlined by the
things as his strength, his sincerity, Educational department of the Sunhis reasonableness, his poise, his or- day School Board of the Southern
iginality, his narrowness, his breadth, Baptist Convention. The Board gives
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
his trust, his brotherliness, etc. Thea diploma and seals for the courses Coffee anb (Bift Sboppe
Everything for the party or tea
great teach'ng.s v/ill also be studied.
in Sunday School work which are
DeLand, Florida
North Boulevard
Service from 12 M. to 10 P. M.
The course in Evidence considers taught a t Stetson.
An exclusive line of Imported Gifts
^ ^ • s H J * ^ ^ ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * the arguments for Christianity EvAll these courses are granted full
Corner Clara and Rich
ery Christian ought to be able to credit in the University.
and sentenced to death, but by a decision of the, supreme court of the
(Continued from page 1.)
United States a new trial is obtained
(Continued from page 1.)
and acquittal follows."
Malcolm Stone does tricky things
however can be said of the other
The cast follows:
with his trumpet, and doubles on the
members of the cast.
Jo
D. Kirk Gunby
Even the coons, " J o , " and theJack Brookfield .-. J. Ollie Edmunds piano. He also plays saxophone, banjo and drum's.^ J l e comes from
itervant, played by Kirk Gunby and Lew Ellinger
Bill Gunby Choate's Jazz Band, of MassachuTom Smith, have been offered jobs Tom Denning
Malcolm Stone
in local hotels, it is rumored./ The Mrs. Alice Campbell .... Lillian Trice setts.
Maurice Foster, the drummer and
breeziest proposition, with nerve to Mrs. Helen Whipple - - Isabel Tate
manager,
play6d previous years with
burn, ever turned loose in this sec- Viola
Norma Clyde Lence The University Five, Hotel College
tion was Charley Henderson, as the Clay Whipple
Ed Stone Arms, The Orlando Six, and Hyman's
news reporter.
Frank Hardmuth —. Malcolm .Dykes Academy of Detroit.
. The general opinion seems to rest Justice Prentice —. J. Paul Edmunds
"The Colegians" have been assistthat the most exceptional single bit Justice Henderson
Ed Brobston ed during the year by Stella Staufof acting was Clay Whipple's taking Servant
J- Tom Smith fer, piano; Dana Faulkner and John
the cat's eye from Jack Brookfield's Colonel Bayley
A. C. Pendleton Newell, banjo; and Covington, trumhand. In this act, Ed Stone put over Mr. Emmett
Charles Henderson pet.
one of the most difficult parts imExcellent music was furnished by
The members of "The Collegians"
aginable, yet without a flaw, the en- the University orchestra under the
are
all Stetson students. Their reputire audience following with a tense- direction of Donald Faulkner. Costation for good music, pep, and vaness uneijualled.
tumes were furnished by G. A. Dreka
The three Kentucky Colonels, Jus- & Co. Director Stover was ably sup- idety, is widely established and is dotice Prentice, Justice Henderson and ported by Miss Marie Anderson as as- ing much to advertise Stet-son.
Colonel Bayley elicited no little com- sistant in the direction of the drama.
0
ment. Jake Edmunds in the role of
:
0
Justice Prentice carried one of the
heaviest parts.
(Continued from page 1.)
Lew Elinger, played by Bill Gunby
and Tom Denning, by Malcolm Stone,
(Continued from page 1.)
were companions and "clients" of
comp'Je them, and note the unity.
Jack Brookfield, and the parts well class has been doing very well in at- Aristotle thought the earth was the
taken. Stone did exceptionally good tendance recently but a record at- center of the solar system.
There is nothing shallow or superwork in a difficult scene. The most tendance is expected that night.
difficult-part of the play, Frank
The members of the class seem to ficial about the Bible. I t maintains
Hardmuth, taken by Malcolm Dykes, have survived the attack of the young a wonderful dignity and earnestness * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ ^ * ^ ^ * * * * * * * * ^ ^ * * - » * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * . ^ ^ * * * * * * * - » * * * * * * 4
'l-V
was handled with the same success. ladies' class in the form of a Leap throughout.
turally, however-, the-gjjjis in fche y e a r party ^vfen on Tuesday,'March . N^o book .'has impressed anxil jTvft
play took the eyes of the audience, 4th, and all report that the girls of enced humanity as has the Bible
Isabell Tate, as Helen Whipple, play- that class are the stuff. More pro- The Bible is not only history, but iti
ing a highly emotional part in an ex- posals were received by the members has made history.
No one ought to remain in ignartraordinary manner. Lillian Trice, of the young men's class during that
as Mrs. Alice Campbell, Jack's sister, evening than had been received by ance of this wonderful book. One
and Norma Lence, as Viola his niece them during the entire 20 years pre- cannot be educated or cultured and
be ignorant of the Bible. Best of all
and ward, were exceptionally good. vious.
ON THE
Taken all in all, the fine work of
Though this week's affatir may ap- the Bible teaches us how to live.
Colleges and universities are rethe cast but confirms the faith of pear quite serious to some compared
Stetson in Prof. Stover to select and with, the affair of the previous week, cognizing the importance of Bible
train actors.
it will be filled with a good time. study and are putting it in their curpetween the second and third acts, Eats, music, snappy talks and a gen- riculums. I t is the best book of EthMiss Lulette Adrian, opera singer of eral good time- will abount the na-,ics^and Sociology and philosophy, and
note, who is touring the state, s&ng ture of affairs when the young men the only book of religion. The world
three numbers, receiving encore after from Sanford come to give us a call needs its teachings. It is not a fetencore. After the final song, she at the Baptist church a t 8:00 P. M., ish, but a pratcical book. It will
make men happy, hopeful and helpappeared to the boisterious applaud- on Friday of this week.
ful.
' ,
ing with Bill Gunby and the DiacKest
J
0Stetson
offers
eight
courses in its
cooii ever escaped from the pen,
"Jo," but really Kirk Gunby. Bill HILLSBROR RED AND BLACK —, Bible department. They are: Old
and New Testament History,
the
announced to. the audience when he She possessed a mind discerning,
That
was
stored
and
crammed
with
Teachings
and
Life
of
Christ,
Christ-.
cbuld gain the chance, to speak for
learning,
ian Evidences, Missions, Church Ef-r,
the applause, "My Mother." It panAnd
her
thoughts,
forever
burning.
ficiency, History of Baptists, and;
***********#^H^**^*****^*^»**4^**************^
not be gainsaid that there was a reaShe could suitably express. - .
son for these two fine young fellows
All her sentences were rounded.
playing with such great success. And
And her words imposing sounded;
the mother had ample proof of their
I was really quite astounded
worth.
As I listened, I confess.
The main story hinges as cited by
But I saw her very lately.
The DeLand Daily News upon
a
And she did not talk ornately;
tragedy committed by the boy. Clay
All that language sauve and stately
Whipple. "In an access of unconShe no longer kept on tap.
trollable frenzy, caused by the sight
She was saying: "Bessums, didumsj
of a cat's-eye scarf pin, this stone
Where is de bad old pin got hidhaving experienced a distressing indums,
fluence upon generations of his famIn his muzzer's p'ecious kiddums?"
ily, :that Jack reveals the sentiment
To the baby on her lap.
of his nature. The boy is convicted

CARNASION & GOUT, Props.

Good Service

-Fine Cooking
Reasonable Prices

Short Orders Served Promptly—Best Place to Eat

XTbe ©aks

The Collegians"

Witching Hour

ERA'S

DeLand, Florida,

Since 1878

You Should S6e Our

Misses' Sport Togs
fJust what you need for these balmy
spring days for Tennis Playing,
Hiking, Etc.

New Line Bathing Suits
Sweaters, Coats, Golf Knickers

Biblical Department

Baptist Young Men

G. A. DREKA «& CO.

I

HEAR THAT CAT MEOW

HEN CACKLE AND PROHIBITION GURGLE

New Bruns ick Dance Records
NOW ON SALE

DeLand Piano and Music Company

STUDENTS

Are INVITED t o PLACE THEIR ACCOUNTS H E R E

INSURANCE
Wright-Lane Agency

*
*
*
*
*
*

4^ Paid on Savings Accounts

(Incorporated)

Oldest Agency
Largest Companies
Best Service

*
*

*

fI
Office : Fisher Building, DeLand
* * * * r

Our Facilities Are at Your Service—Resources $2,500,000

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Volusia County Bank & Trust Co.
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12, 1924.

ROLUNS COLLEGE
CANCELS GAMES
WITH THE HATTER

PHI KAP NOTES
Phi Kappa Delta takes great pl^asure in announcing the pledgring of
William Collier, He graduated at Columbia college some years ago and is
now a law student at Stetson.
Bob Blakely and George Crombie
spent the week-end on a trip down
the East Coast. Blakely's folks at Ft.
Lauderdale were visited for a short
time, but Blakely and Crombie claim
that most of the time was spent at
the girls ther^ the*treat of their
Luna Park in Miami, where they g;
lives with their graceful dancing. The
fellows whom they left behind have
not been able to wear good ties over
the week-end as the best in the hpuse
were donated to the ramblers so they
could show off on their trip.
«

L
street garage in front of the house
and says if he don't get any business
he will at least keep his car in good
shape.
O
PI KAPPA PHI NOTES

•:iC"3C'**-^-3:'-3:-***********************^********^
*
*

I

*

THE MEN'S SHOP

"Vr A TC F i The MEN'S SHOP your headquarters
Berk Lambert is back in school
^^^^^^^^
for BUYING
this term. We are all glad to see
It is Hoped that Rollins Will
him and know the baseball team will *
Soon Be Back in
be.
Swim.
"Pelican"
Bossert, and
"Billy"
Sundy spent the week-end at the
The following letter was handed to
"Ocean City." We are sure that the
the editor by Sledge Tatum, the base"prides" were welcomed by at least
and
ball manager and will explain why
a brass band if not by the mayor.,
*
Stetson will not play Rollins this seaKing spent the week-end in the
son:
Celery City —in fact everyone is
Mr. S. T. Tatum,
over there lately. . What's the at- *
Stetson University,
traction?
DeLand, Forida.
Costar has an infection on his eye.
Dear Sir:
Now that spring has come or at Wonder if there was a miss connec-, *
*
I am very sorry to have waited so least is nearly here, the rats and old tion.
*
long before answering your letter of men have been trying to make the
Ed Clark has had a large number *
Jan. 4, 1923. This is the first op- lawn take on a little green color.
*
of
dates lately. He can step out as *
portunity I have had of giving you a Charlie Leonard was about to have
*
definite answer as to arranging a his sprinkler patented when the whole much as any of us and perhaps more. *
We
all
thought
that
Ed
Henderbaseball schedule.
W. W. WATTS, Prop.
scheme failed and now Charlie is bro- son was a "good boy", but we are *
*
Right at present the college
is ken-hearted.
doubtful now. He hasn't been in
practically changing hands and I am
Buddie's foot is getting much betsorry to announce that Rollins will ter and he will be able to walk on it class more than ten times this term.
not play any inter-collegiate game this before long. Buddy says being a spe- Where does he go?
We announce the pledging of Mor- * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
season. However, we want to keep cial police would be fine if he didn't
riss
Williams of Arcadia^ Fla.
the good will of the colleges which have to carry such dangerous weap"Zip"
Mullens has left us for this
we have played in the past and hope ons.
•
[ term. He hopes to be back next fall.
to be able to establish the annual
Brother Bowen gave us a surprise j George Clark is feeling good again
games next spring.
when we found him on the sleeping j with the return of his star. He and
Defivered on time and at a moderate
I trust that this long delay has porch Sunday morning. He says his!
price, call the
Gale
Huntington
had
a
narrow
escape
caused you no inconvenience in ar- girls' team from Kissimmee
could Friday when Pete Martin's relic
ranging your schedule for this season. win the state championship'if they
caught on fire. It did not take them
With best wishes for Stetson's base- had a dhance.
long to "^hell out" for the woods.
ball club, I remain,
Brother Atkinson of New Orleans,
Last week Ford, Jennings, Mullens
JACK H. EVANS, Manager. also surprised his old frat. brothers
Phone 78
DeLand, Florida
In last week's issue of the paper with a short visit. He was at Stet- and Clark went to Gainesville \to help
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*****^*^^^^^
install
a
new
chapter
there.
They
atit was announced with the rest of the son in '18 and '18 and graduated at
tended a very delightful dance Friday
.schedule that we would play Rlolins University of Florida in '21.
night, at which there were 30 or 40
two ganles. It is very much regretBill Gunby's mother dropped in to girls from Jacksonville and a large | * * * * * * * - * « , . : ^ * * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
ted that we cannot play the Tars this
year, as they have always put a first see the fraternity last week and fa- number from Tallahassee and Gainesclass team in the field, and many hot vored us with a song. She also sang ville. Saturday morning, Roger, Zip
battles have been fought between the between the acts with the Witching and Joe, with the help of some other
Hour last Friday night. Bill's moth- Pi Kapps, put 26 fellows through.
two schools on the diamond.
er is an opera singer of much fame The "horse play" was used quite plenWe heard some weeks ago that Roland we were all glad to see her.
tifully..
That afternoon
another
lins was changing hands and that
It seems like Ollie Edmunds is the dance was attended. Saturday night
their basketball team had broken up,
but had PtP idea that they had dropped lucky one and gets to end every play a big banquet was given. This came
out of ijj'/iegiate sports for the rest Mr. Stover stages. Bill Gunby says off fine and was a credit to the frat,
he would like to give the play over as well as the dance the night before.
of the year.
again so he could smoke some more After the banquet and the dance was
We sincerely hope that the Tars
good cigars. After a personal inter- enjoyed the boys returned for home
will have teams in the fielid next
view with Malcolm Stone we find it tired, but happy.
year, and that this discontinuance of
was hard for him to act his part in
Geo. Clark and Ed Clark
were
sports is not to be permanent. Rolthe play as he has never had any per- guests Friday night at the College
lins turns out some mighty fine
sonal experience in that line. ' We Arms'.
teams and they have proven themhave to admit that we are dshamed
O
~
selves worthy of foes to all of the
of Brother Jake Edmunds when he
y.VLi u! I'liRi^ojy uj P3.IIU
colleges in the state.
appeared needing a haircut so badly,
Here is the best of luck to you but it must have given him strength, •>>»jiiUHrii is!iL{ ^.M.vA s;.)m.>jaJipuFH
Tars, and may you return to the col- as he sure had it in the play.
Rat
o
legiate circle soon.
/ Bass was property man and Charlie
Tribble was stage hand and they both
GOLF WONDER
say that life behind the stage is very
(Continued from page 1.)
interesting at times.
Cunningham attended the S. A. E. len hinted that he was figuring * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Founder's 'ball at Gainesville Friday strongly on getting a match with
Eastman Kodaks
night. Cunny reports a good dance Georgia Tech.
Should this latter * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Fresh Films
and plenty of good looking girls in match materialize, Stetson will have
REEVE & HOWARD
Gainesville.
one of the best golf schedules of any
Charlie Leonard has stai'ted
a Southern college.
Phone 247

\

Spring Straws
Panama Hats

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
THE MEN'S SHOP

For Quality Printing
SUN PUBLISHING CO.

Miller Hardware Go.

**************************************************************

ANNOUNCEMENT
When you build that new home or refurnish the old,
come in and let us give you the benefit of our years
of experience in

HOME FURNISHINGS

J. F. A L L l FURNITURE COMPAE iNc

*

it

*

I Immersion
*
Heaters
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

LAMPS
and

Anything Electrical I
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

can be found at
116 North Boulevard

Wright Electric Co.

t

^

*

*
*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 i

IF. N, DeHny & Son
Jewelers
Silversmiths and Opticians
We render a service ar\d car"
ry a complete stock of' merchandise found only in large
cities a t a saving to you in
price.
For over a half century t h e
name

"DeHuy"
has stood for Quality in jewelry

THE WINCHESTER STORE

THE BOOK STORE

ivf
i^

i CURLING
I
IRONS

The Home of Dependable Goods" (Since 1882)
Furneral Directors and Embalmers.
Motor Ambulance Service
109 North Boulevard, DeLand, Florida

j

BASE

*

7~> A T T

I
i

BALL '^/m i
GOODS
' ^ 1
THE RIGHT PRICE

AT

^ 1

Jr^M^Jm

WATTS HARDWARE
and FURNITURE CO.

*

f

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Thirty-Second Year in DeLand

(Successor tqBracy Drug Go.)

Meet Your Friends
at this Store
Our Stock is Now
Complete and
We Invite
INSPECTION ,
Try our Fountain Service
We want your suggestions.

Our Motto is:

Service

*
***************************************4

Day Phone 62
Night Phone 228

|

Gates Electric Company 1113 w. Indiana

*************^|

Appliances, Fixtnres and Supplies—Try Our Repair Department

•:t^***********^H^**********^'***************^ijr*^^*^^^^^e^,^^^^^^^^^.

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

SOMETHING NEW
AT
THE

Palace

TRY OUR STEAM TABLE

LUNCHEONETTE
ALL HOURS OF THE DAY

TRY PALACE

SOUP
COFFEE
CHOCOLATE
DOGS
SANDWICHES

j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
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*
*
*
LINCOLN HULLEY, PH. D., LITT. D., PRESIDENT
*.
DeLand, Florida
*.
THE COLLEGE GRADUATE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND SCIENCE—Courses leading to the
*.
degrees of Master of Arts and Sciences.
*.
*
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR MEN—Sixteen Carnegie units required for admission.
*,
*
Twenty-one departments in all.
*.
*
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR WOMEN—A woman'dean, sepalate dormitories for women.
*.
*
and a separate gymnasium.
*
*
THE COLLEGE OF LAW—Course leading to the LL. B. degree. Graduates admitted to practice in
* *
Florida without examination.
* *
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING—Courses in CivO. Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical engineering leadng to degrees.
* *
THE COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS—Especially for Flordia teachers, strong normal courses and special
teachers' courses.
•
* *
THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS—Besides Banking, Book-keeping, Accounting, Shorthand, Typewriting
*
courses n History, Law, Economics and Finance.
*
THE ACADEMY—Sixteen units for graduation. Prepares for Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Chicago, and
*
all high grade colleges.
*,
THE SCHOOL OF MECHANIC ARTS—For- boys and young men desiring manual training, mechanical drawing, etc.
*.
THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC—Separate teachers for piano, pipe organ, violin, voice, harmony
and
chorus work.
*
*
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS—Free hand and life drawing. Painting in oil, water color, pastel ^tr
*SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO
vusiei, eic.
*.
1, THE PRELIMINARY COURSES IN AGRICULTURE—Botany, Biology, Organic and Inorganic

John B. Stetson University

2.

Chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis, Agricultural Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, etc.
THE PRE-MEDICAL COURSE—Physiology, Biology, Aiiatomy, Bacteriology, Histology, Zoology,
Botany, General Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Qualitative and Quantitative Chemistry,.
THE COURSE FOR RELIGIOUS WORKERS—In Bibical Literature, History. English, Psychology, Pedagogy, Ethics, Logic and Theism.

*:
*.
*.
^************^******************************^^^^^^^^.;^^^^^
i.

